
The 40dB Con – is the Wind Farm’s Lie 

When a company rep says the wind farm noise level has a maximum of 40dB – They are Lying !! 

Wind farms know very well that noise is measured using a LA90 formula. 

Ordinary noise is measured in decibels (dB) 

Wind farm noise is measured in dB (LA90), a level that represents the lowest 10% of noise. 

Noise emitted from a compliant wind farm is higher than 40dB for 90% of the time.  
 

What is a Data Point – A Data Point is a dot on a scatter graph 

A noise graph is made up of data points (dots) 

One data point is a LA90 level derived from a  

10-minute period of continuous noise monitoring. 

One 10 minute period of noise monitoring collects 

600 noise samples. 

(1 noise sample per second x 60 seconds  x 10 

minutes = 600 noise samples = 1 x data point) 

 
 

 How does a LA90 formula work ? 

Data is downloaded from a noise metre and analysed in sets of 10 minutes of continuous noise. 

Each 10 min set is called a data point. 1 data point = 10 minutes of continuous noise monitoring. 

Noise ebbs and flows over the 10 minute period and needs to be sorted for analysis.  

The noise samples are sorted in ascending order, from lowest to highest. 

Once sorted, the LA90 noise level can be identified. 

1/10th of the way down the spreadsheet is the 60th sample. (1/10th of 600 = 60) 

This noise row represents the noise level where 10% of the noise is lower and 90% of the noise is higher. 

This 60th sample is at the 10-90 split and represents the LA90 noise level for that data point. 
 

Acousticians’ work with spreadsheets 

Acoustician’s work with spreadsheets – and an ethical Acoustician will provide you with raw data in an 

unlocked spreadsheet or in * rpt txt data format that can be converted to a spreadsheet (* xlsx format) 

Acousticians upload the noise from the monitor directly to their computer software programs. 

The software program automatically sorts the noise samples from lowest to highest to determine the LA90 

noise level for each data point. 

  



Acousticians will monitor continuous noise levels for about 2 to 8 weeks. 

There are 6 x 24 = 144 data points in one day.  

Attached is a spreadsheet containing 6 data points making up one hour’s worth of noise monitoring. 

 

What Raw Data Looks Like 

6 data points were obtained over 1 hours of 
monitoring at a home 4km from the Macarthur wf.    
 

The 6 data points are presented in columns. 
 
 

Here is a snapshot of the spreadsheet showing the 
60th noise sample (after sorting).  
 

The LA90 noise level is found at the 60th sample. 
(1/10th of 600 = 60) 
 
 

  

At the 60th sample,  10% of the noise is lower and 90% of the noise is higher. This is the LA90 noise level. 

For the 6 data points obtained, the LA90 measurements are as follows: 

Data point dB =  53.5dB(LA90)  

Data point dB =  53.6dB(LA90) 

Data point dB =  52.2dB(LA90) 

Data point dB =  50.8dB(LA90) 

Data point dB =  52.1dB(LA90) 

Data point dB =  54.7dB(LA90) 

 

The Lie 

A noise of 40dB, is the noise level you view on a noise metre or mobile phone app.  

This simple 40dB measurement is NOT the level used for a compliant wf.  

A compliant wind farm noise level is   40dB(LA90). 

A noise level of 40dB(LA90) is the noise level at the 10% - 90% split. 

This means that at a 40dB(LA90) level, 90% of the noise is louder than 40dB  

A wf must be compliant for noise for every 10min period, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year for the next 30 

years.  

It looks like Macarthur wf has a lot of explaining to do and noise compliance monitoring to undertake…. 

It seems on this day, it pumped out noise louder than the 40dB(LA90) maximum level allowed. 

 

So when wind farm says they’re compliant at a maximum noise level of 40dB.  

You know   They are lying !! 


